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ABSTRACT
A novel controller was developed with a single positional input to determine the torques
for each joint of a hip-knee-ankle leg of an exoskeleton during stance, and a regenerative
minimum jerk based swing control policy. Simulations were performed in MATLAB, and
Simulink environments. These simulations involved using a dynamic model to evaluate if
the novel controller could produce natural gait patterns. Additionally, simulations
evaluating regenerative minimum jerk methods were performed in Simulink to investigate
swing control applicability. The stance control results demonstrated that proper
progression through stance sub-phase is generated along with predictable torque outputs,
however, the lack of synchronization between legs leads to uncoordinated gait. Swing
control simulations demonstrated successful implementation of a regenerative minimum
jerk control policy on a three degree-of-freedom leg. Moving forward, a high-level
controller could be used to finalize the control framework by ensuring synchronization
between the independent legs.
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Introduction

Billions of people stand and walk every day without giving it any thought, however,
paraplegic patients are unable to do so without the use of an assistive device. Given that
there are many causes for paraplegia, including stroke, broken back or neck, genetic
disorders, or even infection (Lukas 2014), our research focuses on creating a low-level
control framework that can be adapted to different applications in future iterations. In the
interest of brevity, however, current research focuses heavily on spinal cord injury
applications. Along with the apparent physical effects of reduced mobility, spinal cord
injury can also cause pressure ulcers, uncontrolled muscle contractions, and pneumonia
(McKinley et al., 1999). These studies alone highlight the need for improved therapy of
spinal cord injury patients in order to reduce the negative effects, with a possible solution
existing in robotics (Jezernik et al., 2003; Swinnen et al., 2010). Within robotics, portable
exoskeletons are beginning to gain momentum. Current exoskeletons allow patients to
stand and walk again, however, their ability to produce stable natural gait is limited by their
control strategies. Researchers in the fields of bipedal robotics (Chevallereau et al., 2003;
Sreenath et al., 2011) and prostheses (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014; Gregg et al.,
2014) have used autonomous virtual constraint controllers to produce natural gait.
Currently, an autonomous control system, such as a virtual constraint controller, has not
been applied to assistive hip-knee-ankle devices with feet, such as assistive exoskeletons.

To address the need for control improvements in the field, a novel controller was developed
with the goal of producing natural walking through the usage of an autonomous control
1

strategy. The novel controller uses a virtual constraint-based control strategy during the
stance phase of gait, and a feedback based minimum jerk trajectory control policy during
swing phase. Secondary benefits of this controller include reduced parameter tuning due to
the inclusion of multiple walking speeds directly coded into the framework as well as autotuning methods to allow the stance and swing controllers to adjust to joint velocities. This
controller was inspired by advancements in both bipedal robotics and lower-limb
prosthetics.
1.1

Impact of Exoskeleton Research

A robotic exoskeleton is “an active mechanical device that is essentially anthropomorphic
in nature, is ‘worn’ by an operator and fits closely to his or her body, and works in concert
with the operator’s movements” (Dollar and Herr 2008). These devices are also
synonymous with an externally powered orthosis. The exoskeletons shown in Figure 1.1
focus on applications in mobility assistance of paraplegic patients, however, other groups
have developed exoskeletons for use in assisting able-bodied users (Zoss, Kazerooni, and
Chu 2006), or reduced mobility patients (B-Temia 2015). This technology provides a
platform that could potentially have substantial health benefits for patients ranging from
physiological to psychological.

Spinal cord injury is a devastating diagnosis for a total of approximately 86000 patients in
Canada alone (Noonan et al., 2012). Lifetime costs of a spinal cord injury occurring in a
patient 25 years old can reach $2.3 million USD (The National Spinal Cord Injury
Statistical Center 2015) making it an expensive injury both in terms of monetary factors
and patient health. Although mobility is often assumed a high priority for paraplegic
2

Figure 1.1: Examples of assistive exoskeletons: ReWalk (Esquenazi et al., 2012), Ekso (Strausser
and Kazerooni 2011), Indego (Ryan J. Farris, Quintero, and Goldfarb 2012), Mina (Neuhaus et al.,
2011), and MINDWALKER (Wang et al., 2014) respectively

patients, a comprehensive review showed that bowel/bladder, upper extremity, and sexual
functions rank above mobility (Simpson et al., 2012). Exoskeletons have already shown
the ability to improve these qualities of life (Aach et al., 2014; Spungen et al., 2014), and
could potentially have more benefits related to reduced time spent in wheelchairs. Many
locomotion devices exist for spinal cord injury patients ranging from wheelchairs, kneeankle-foot orthoses, reciprocal gait orthoses, and more recent studies have looked into
functional electrical stimulation (Esquenazi et al., 2012). Although improvements are still
required, exoskeletons show exciting potential for allowing spinal cord injury patients a
more natural form of locomotion compared to current devices and could also provide
multiple health benefits.

Current assistive exoskeletons can produce highly stable gait, however, they are limited to
reduced walking speeds and often produce unnatural gait. Stability criteria such as zeromoment point (Vukobratović and D. Juricic 1969) are highly capable of ensuring stability,
3

however, they are limited to slower walking speeds and can become unusable with
increasing speed as the zero-moment point begins to move ahead of the supporting feet
(Chevallereau et al., 2003). With improvements to control strategies, a better balance
between performance, in the sense of both natural gait and various walking speeds, and
stability can be made.
1.2

Benefits of Autonomous Virtual Constraint Control

An ideal exoskeleton control strategy should allow for high performance while maintaining
high levels of stability. A virtual constraint is known to exhibit high performance in gait
controllers (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014; Gregg et al., 2014; Chevallereau et al.,
2003; Sreenath et al., 2011), and autonomous systems are easier to demonstrate theoretical
stability than a non-autonomous system. Therefore, an autonomous virtual constraint was
chosen as the stance phase policy of the novel controller.

Autonomous systems hold many potential benefits for assistive exoskeleton
implementation. In terms of control systems, an autonomous system (e.g. an inverted
pendulum) has no time dependency, whereas a non-autonomous system (e.g. a trajectory
tracker) is time-dependent. In contrast to non-autonomous systems, an autonomous system
is able to react to changes in environment and user without synchronising itself to time
(Chevallereau et al., 2003). Autonomous systems also provide simpler approaches to
demonstrate theoretical stability. Stability, from a nonlinear systems viewpoint, refers to
the ability for a system to maintain an equilibrium (i.e., a static position, trajectory, or limit
cycle) in the presence of input and or disturbances. Stability can be formally demonstrated
through mathematical concepts such as Lyapunov stability, LaSalle's invariant set theorem,
4

Barbalat’s lemma, and contraction analysis (Slotine and Li 1991; Lohmiller and Slotine
1998; Aylward, Parrilo, and Slotine 2008). The ability to react to changes without time
resynchronisation and improved ease of theoretical stability demonstration make
autonomous systems attractive for use in our proposed controller.

A virtual constraint, in comparison to a physical constraint such as a linear guide rail, is a
constraint enforced through controller feedback. Previous applications in prosthesis control
have used the centre of pressure as a virtual constraint to determine the joint trajectories of
a knee-ankle prosthesis (Gregg et al., 2014). Similarly, bipedal robotics applications have
used the torso angle to determine joint trajectories in a bipedal walking robot with point
contact feet (Sreenath et al., 2011). Similar to a previous prosthesis controller (Lenzi,
Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014), our proposed controller uses relations between local joint
angles to determine the required torque to continue gait. As demonstrated in these previous
applications, virtual constraints can be used to produce high-performance gait while
reducing the required control variables.
1.3

Gait Phase Characteristics

The bipedal gait cycle, shown in Figure 1.2, can largely be divided into two phases: stance
phase and swing phase. Furthermore, stance phase can be sub-divided into loading
response, mid-, and terminal-stance phases. To simplify, this research relabels the stance
sub-phases as early-, mid-, and late-stance respectively. In the simplest terms, stance phase
is the period in which the foot is in contact with the ground and swing phase is defined
when the foot is completely off the ground. For the purposes of control, the stance phases
involve load bearing and continuing momentum, and swing phase involves leg
5

Figure 1.2: Gait cycle phase breakdown (Magee 2015)

configuration and foot placement for the next stance phase. When both legs are observed
simultaneously, double stance is the period termed “weight acceptance” in the above
segmentation. Given the distinctive characteristics of these phases, different control
strategies are often required for each to replicate bipedal gait.
1.4

Lyapunov Theory and Contraction Analysis

Lyapunov stability theory is a set of analysis techniques used to determine the final
behaviour of a system, or in other words, determining if a dynamic system arrives at an
equilibrium. The central concept of Lyapunov stability involves the usage of Lyapunov
functions. These functions are used to describe the system and can be defined completely
by the choice of the person performing the analysis. Most commonly, these functions are
chosen from physical inspiration (Slotine and Li 1991) such as the total energy of the
system (i.e., kinetic plus potential) or the sum of squares of energy. When a Lyapunov
function is chosen analogous to energy, the stability criterion then effectively states that
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the energy is always positive, and its rate is always decreasing. In this way, the conclusion
of stability follows such that the energy is never increasing, therefore, signifying an
unstable condition where net energy is being injected into the system. This form of stability
is useful as it formally states the bounded behaviour of a given system.

Whereas Lyapunov theory was inspired by virtual mechanics (i.e., kinetic energy, potential
energy, sum of squares etc.), virtual hydrodynamics inspired contraction analysis. In his
lectures (Slotine 2013), Slotine describes this concept as being “differential Lyapunovlike” in nature hence its inspiration from hydrodynamics which deals extensively in
differential terms. Given the differential nature of contraction analysis, global conclusions
can be made from local observations. This is extremely powerful as global conclusions,
such as global asymptotic stability, are often the desired result of the analysis. In addition
to traditional stability analysis, contraction analysis can also be applied to non-linear
observer design and synchronisation systems.

The main question that contraction analysis attempts to answer is: Do any two trajectories
converge to each other? An important note of this question is the concept of converging to
each other as opposed to a nominal trajectory or equilibrium point. In this sense,
contraction analysis separates convergence from final behaviour. If it can be shown that
any two trajectories converge to each other, and one trajectory is previously known (e.g.
the true state in the case of an observer), then it is therefore implied that all trajectories will
converge to the known trajectory. This is what was referred to previously as global
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conclusions from local observations in that observing two trajectories converge concludes
that all trajectories converge.
1.5

Specific Aims of Research

This research project consisted of three specific aims to investigate the novel controller as
summarised below.
1. Investigate the efficacy of using knee-ankle angle as a virtual constraint phase
variable in stance control
o This aim was achieved using a dynamic simulation of a two-legged planar
walking model in MATLAB.
o The results of these investigations demonstrate that the stance controller
generates a forward progression through stance sub-phases, and torque
outputs are predictable and deviations are described through phase variable
input in each sub-phase.
2. Investigate the efficacy of feedback based minimum jerk trajectory swing control
o This aim was achieved through the usage of a dynamic 3-DOF Simulink
model of a single leg and comparing results of feedback based and
traditional minimum jerk methods.
o The results of these investigations demonstrate that feedback based
minimum jerk swing control has more accurate tracking in response to
position disturbances than traditional minimum jerk methods. Additionally,
physical testing demonstrated that these methods can be successfully
implemented on a mechatronic system, therefore, showing potential to
move from previously theoretical knowledge to physical applications.
8

3. Investigate the ability to produce gait using the stance and swing control policies
o This aim was achieved through the usage of a dynamic simulation of the
two-legged planar walking model in MATLAB.
o The results of these investigations demonstrate that the novel controller, in
its current state, is unable to produce coordinated gait on its own. A working
hypothesis for this is that due to each leg being independently controlled,
synchronization is difficult if not impossible to achieve. Therefore, it is
recommended in future work to implement a high-level synchronization
controller, such as that of Bautista Quintero’s PhD thesis research (Bautista
Quintero 2018), to allow the novel controller to perform as desired.
1.6

Novel Controller Difference from Existing Controllers

The novel controller varies in several key aspects from the predetermined gait trajectory
controllers currently used for assistive exoskeletons. First and foremost, the controller uses
an innovative choice of virtual constraint that allows for control of hip, knee, and ankle
joints using only local data in an autonomous strategy. This autonomous structure is
inherently more robust to disturbances as there is no push to re-synchronise with time
(Chevallereau et al., 2003). Secondly, the joint level controllers enforce torque during
stance phase and not position. The only position control occurs during minimum jerk
trajectory tracking of the swing phase. Finally, our framework eliminates the need for
patient- and speed-specific tuning thus giving us a large advantage in the required clinician
or engineering time during exoskeleton sessions.

9

The choice of a virtual constraint for this controller is also innovative and has improved
usefulness when compared with other controllers. Our virtual constraint is the
mathematical difference between knee and ankle angles (knee-ankle angle), and as such
requires only local joint data. In comparison, the centre of pressure constraint implemented
in prosthesis control (Gregg et al., 2014) requires Cartesian coordinates and interaction
forces for implementation. Local angles are significantly easier to sense compared to
Cartesian coordinates, and interaction forces would require a 3-DOF load cell at the
minimum. Furthermore, this virtual constraint is applicable to hips in addition to knee and
ankle as previously implemented in prosthesis control (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger
2014). In total, the constraint can control hip, knee, and ankle joints in a system with full
feet using only local data thus improving over bipedal implementations as well (Eric R.
Westervelt, Jessy W. Grizzle, Christine Chevallereau, JunHoChoi 2007) The simplicity of
sensing the required data and the mathematical simplicity of calculation are major benefits
of our virtual constraint.

The control system is also able to eliminate the need for patient- and speed-specific tuning
(Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014). Patient-specific tuning is eliminated through the
angle-torque relationship, which is independent of joint velocities which vary across
patients. Furthermore, by interpolating the profiles based on walking speed, the
requirement for speed-specific tuning is eliminated. This secondary feature of the control
system would allow for a more involved rehabilitation session in a similar time frame to
that of other exoskeletons as less therapist time would have to be spent tuning the
exoskeleton.

10

2

Justification and Feasibility

2.1

Overview of Exoskeleton Project at UNB

The exoskeleton project at UNB, referred to as Powered Autonomous UNB Lower Limb
Orthosis or PAULLO, is focused on creating a flexible research platform for controller and
mechanism investigations. On the mechanism side, a novel modular design has been
proposed to allow for hip-knee-ankle actuation providing three degree-of-freedom (DOF)
movement in the sagittal plane per leg as shown in Figure 2.1. Control contributions thus
far have focused on the generation of gait patterns that could in the future be used and
adapted for various applications including rehabilitation. By keeping rehabilitation
applications in mind from the beginning, control design(s) can be influenced in a way to
improve performance for both the patients and clinicians. For example, if clinician tuning

Representative
Hip Belt

Hip Joint

Thigh and
Shank Straps

Knee Joint

Ankle Joint
Representative
Foot Plates

Figure 2.1: Annotated mechanical design of PAULLO (Quinn, Grandmaison, and Sensinger 2017)
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can be reduced, the amount of time spent in rehabilitation can be increased allowing for
more efficient therapy sessions. The work described in this thesis constitutes a sub-set of
this project focused on creating a controller to allow for natural walking with exoskeletons.
2.2

Categories of Exoskeletons

The two major categories of exoskeletons are augmentation exoskeletons and mobility
assistive exoskeletons, with rehabilitation being a subset of assistive exoskeletons.
Augmentation exoskeleton controllers are focused on improving human function such as
load carrying. This is often achieved through accurate inverse dynamic models with
positive feedback control to amplify torques such as the system used on BLEEX
(Kazerooni et al., 2005). Unlike augmentation exoskeletons, assistive exoskeletons require
a control system, such as the commonly used predetermined gait trajectory controller
(PGT), focused on helping a patient walk as opposed to augmenting present ability.
Currently, there are three leading exoskeletons in the realm of mobility assistance for spinal
cord injury patients: ReWalk (Esquenazi et al., 2012), Ekso (Strausser and Kazerooni
2011), and Indego (Quintero et al., 2011). Additionally, MINA (Neuhaus et al., 2011) and
MINDWALKER (Wang et al., 2014) are research exoskeletons with published results from
spinal cord injury patient trials. A summary of the control strategies and powered/passive
degrees of freedom used for these five assistive exoskeletons can be found in Table 2.1.
Current assistive exoskeletons can assist patients through gait, however, improvements are
required to achieve faster natural gait with improved stability.

12

An important distinction to make when examining exoskeletons is the difference between
assistive and rehabilitation focused control methods. All exoskeletons examined in this
chapter are classified as assistive control as they do not focus on promoting neural activity.

Recently, Ekso has made progress in rehabilitation fields as they have implemented
“variable assist” control strategies (Ekso 2017) that aim to have various levels of patient
engagement in motor control, along with functional electrical stimulation in recent models.
In many cases, a good rehabilitation strategy may be a poor assistive strategy and vice
versa. This is due to the difference in focus between long-term benefit and immediate
assistance. In summary, rehabilitation aims to promote neural activity through repetitive
motions and varying patient involvement, whereas assistive methods focus on restoration
of mobility without a focus on long-term neurological effects.

To identify what areas of assistive exoskeletons require improvement, existing
exoskeletons should be evaluated. For the purposes of this research, only assistive

Table 2.1: Summary of existing exoskeleton control strategies for spinal cord injury patients
adapted from (Yan et al., 2015); HFE – Hip flexion/extension, HAA – hip abduction/adduction,
HIE – hip inversion/eversion, KFE – knee flexion/extension, ADP – ankle dorsi- plantar-flexion

HFE,KFE,ADP

Passive
DOF
HAA

Control
Strategy
PBVC

ReWalk

HFE,KFE

ADP

PGT

No

Ekso

HFE,KFE

ADP

PGT

No

Indego

HFE,KFE

AFO

PGT

No

Mina

HFE,KFE

HIE,ADP

PGT

No

MINDWALKER

HFE,HAA,KFE

HIE,ADP

PGT

No

Name/Group

Powered DOF

PAULLO
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Autonomous
Yes

exoskeletons that have been used with spinal cord injury patients were examined.
Evaluation of exoskeletons should involve two aspects: performance, and stability.
2.3

Current Exoskeletons and Published Results

Currently, there are three leading exoskeletons in the realm of mobility assistance for spinal
cord injury patients: ReWalk, Ekso, and Indego. These exoskeletons are commercially
available to patients and have gone through clinical trials. With a common mechanical
structure, these exoskeletons are all hip and knee powered in the sagittal plane and have
received FDA approval at some level.

ReWalk is an exoskeleton that has shown great potential in clinical trials not only for gait
therapy but also secondary measures such as increased bowel and bladder function
(Esquenazi et al., 2012; Talaty et al., 2013). The ReWalk exoskeleton initiates both
standing and sitting transitions, as well as gait through torso tilt (Esquenazi et al., 2012)
much akin to how a Segway initiates motion based on device tilt. Through sensing of torso
tilt, ReWalk can guide a user through a predetermined gait trajectory in an intuitive manner.
Although they are not needed for control, the ReWalk requires patients to use crutches for
stability. A two-year clinical trial (N=12 subjects) demonstrated that all subjects were able
to transfer and walk for a distance of 50 to 100m with no human assistance (Esquenazi et
al., 2012). Walking speeds of approximately 0.1 to 0.5m/s were reported in a kinematic
analysis publication, however, the variance was unable to be discerned by researchers at
the time (Talaty et al., 2013).
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The Ekso exoskeleton (formally known as eLEGS) uses a unique control strategy that
follows the clinically used four-point-gait and requires instrumented crutches for operation.
Four-point-gait in the case of Ekso involves crutch movement, opposite leg movement, and
then repeat for the remaining leg as shown in Figure 2.2. The instrumented crutches, along
with additional sensors in the feet, allow Ekso to determine the state of walking and proceed
with guiding the patient through a gait sequence. This study also states that gait of speeds
comparable to able-bodied users were able to be generated, however, the actual speeds
were not published. A study comprised of five subjects of various spinal cord injury levels
(Strausser and Kazerooni 2011) demonstrated that the control of Ekso was easy to learn.

Out of the commercially available exoskeletons, Indego is the only one currently published
to be able to traverse stairs (Ryan James Farris 2012) as well as flat ground walking
(Quintero et al., 2011). Indego’s control framework consists of a high-level finite state
machine and low-level joint controllers. The finite state machine contains twelve states,
four static and eight transitional states between each static state. PD trajectory follower
controllers provide joint level control. Sensors in the feet allow for calculation of the centre

Figure 2.2: Four-point gait used by Ekso. Gait is initiated by moving the crutch opposite to the
desired leg. Adapted from (Strausser and Kazerooni 2011)
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of pressure which in turn is used by the high-level state machine to determine the state.
Indego’s centre of pressure measurement was shown to be sufficient for control due to a
subject in each study (N=1 in both) successfully traversing either flat ground or stairs.

Mina is the second generation of the IHMC (Institute for Human and Machine Cognition)
exoskeleton which saw a reduction of powered degrees of freedom from eliminating hip
adduction/abduction. Currently, Mina is controlled by an external operator as opposed to
the commercially available exoskeletons that have intuitive user controls. Joint trajectories
are created from able-bodied gait by subjects walking in Mina. These joint trajectories are
then recreated using trajectory tracking PD position controllers. IHMC was only
demonstrated on four healthy individuals (Kwa et al., 2009), however, Mina was
demonstrated on two spinal cord injury patients (Neuhaus et al., 2011).

The MINDWALKER exoskeleton has the unique ability to laterally stabilise gait through
actuation of hip adduction and abduction while also providing hip and knee flexion and
extension. Like the common structure of exoskeletons, MINDWALKER’s control
structure consists of a finite-state machine, a human-machine interface, and low-level joint
controllers. The human-machine interface includes buttons to initiate or terminate gait, and
centre of mass position detection to allow for stability management and progression
through gait states (Wang et al., 2014). In a recent publication (Sylos-Labini et al., 2014),
MINDWALKER has been tested on six healthy users and four spinal cord injury patients.
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2.4

Performance Evaluation of Current Exoskeletons

Performance can be further divided into multiple categories: the ability to produce natural
gait, ability to produce gait at various walking speeds, and the ability to perform as desired
under perturbations. In this sense, the highest performance exoskeleton would be able to
produce natural gait at various walking speeds and perturbations.

The ability to produce natural gait can be evaluated through comparisons of exoskeleton
assisted gait to normal walking data. Perhaps the best example of this comparison comes
from studies of the Indego exoskeleton shown in Figure 2.3 (Ryan J. Farris, Quintero, and
Goldfarb 2011). It can be seen through observation of this overlay that Indego has one
major difference from normal data being that the knee is locked at zero degrees during the
stance phase. This was likely chosen to allow the exoskeleton to be in its strongest
configuration, i.e., leg acting as a single link, during weight bearing. Furthermore, the
amplitudes of knee flexion and hip extension are matched very well, however, this is
achieved at a very slow pace of 0.22m/s (preferred walking speed is 1.4m/s). Another
comparison can be made with the ReWalk exoskeleton as shown in Figure 2.4. Again,
when compared to the accompanying normal data, there are obvious differences such as
the locked portions of knee flexion during stance. Although there are limited published
joint angle results from exoskeletons, some improvements can be made to achieve truly
natural gait.
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Figure 2.3: Overlay of Indego assisted gait for 23 trials at 0.22m/s and normal data shown as a
dashed trajectory (Ryan J. Farris, Quintero, and Goldfarb 2011)

One of the most visually apparent problems with current exoskeletons is their inability to
produce gait at normal walking speeds. The average preferred walking speed in humans is
approximately 1.4m/s (Browning et al., 2006) in contrast to speeds such as the ReWalk at
0.45m/s (Talaty et al., 2013) and Indego at 0.22m/s (Ryan J. Farris, Quintero, and Goldfarb
2011). Slower walking speeds allow for a simpler guarantee of stability; however, they
greatly limit exoskeletons in their ability to properly restore mobility to the patient.
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Figure 2.4: Comparative figures of joint trajectories from able-bodied gait for natural cadences (Winter
1991b) and exoskeletons assisted gait (Talaty et al., 2013) in the left and right columns respectively.

2.5

Stability Evaluation of Current Exoskeletons

Arguably the most common system for stability management is zero-moment point (ZMP)
stability criterion. The concept of zero-moment point stability has been extensively used in
robotics and other fields for nearly five decades since its first realisation in 1969
(Vukobratović and D. Juricic 1969). In fact, the zero-moment point was also used in the
first anthropomorphic exoskeleton design in the 1970’s (Vukobratović, Hristic, and
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Stojiljkovic 1974). The zero-moment point itself is defined as the point where all forces
acting on a mechanism can be replaced by a single force. An extension of this, the zeromoment point criterion, states that the zero-moment point should always be contained
within the support polygon of a mechanism, such as the foot of a biped, to ensure stability.
Although zero-moment point has been used extensively in robotics including the famous
ASIMO, it oversimplifies dynamics to a static problem, causing fast motions often desired
in gait to be termed unstable (Chevallereau et al., 2003). For example, the RABBIT biped
robot will result in zero-moment point criterion never being satisfied during walking
(Chevallereau et al., 2003). Additionally, zero-moment point requires the stance foot to be
fully flat on the floor, which is not natural for human gait. Due to the general nature of
zero-moment point, it has the inherent drawback of preferring slower walking speeds and
can thus greatly limit bipedal walking.

Although ZMP is a commonly used stability criterion, several others exist and have been
applied directly to gait stability as summarized in the literature (Bruijn et al., 2013). As
with all methods, these all have their benefits and detriments depending on experimental
setup and other factors. For example, the extended centre of mass analysis provides
intuitive results, however, requires increased sensor systems as the measurement of centre
of mass is not as straightforward as simple joint angle measurement. In contrast, methods
such as maximum Lyapunov exponent or maximum Floquet multiplier can be performed
using only joint angle data. Provided enough data are available, methods such as maximum
Lyapunov exponent can yield powerful analytic results. In all cases, these stability
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measures need to be carefully considered for applicability to create a valid result for a given
experimental protocol.

Stability can be demonstrated in two ways: empirically, or theoretically. In this sense,
empirical stability is the stability of the patient themselves, whereas theoretical stability is
the stability of the controller. Empirically, stability is demonstrated by observing if a user
can walk without falling. Most exoskeletons, however, require the patient to use crutches
for stability which somewhat compromises demonstrations of stability. Empirically stable
walking without crutches for able-bodied subjects was shown using the MINDWALKER
exoskeleton, however, it has not yet been demonstrated for spinal cord injury patients
(Wang et al., 2014). The majority of predetermined gait trajectory controllers use PD joint
tracking, a stable control law provided the gains are strictly positive (Quintero, Farris, and
Goldfarb 2012) and chosen correctly. Due to this, full theoretical stability analysis is often
not reported. Although empirical stability is easier to formally demonstrate, true stability
analysis should incorporate theoretical stability as well to have a complete stability
assessment.

Current assistive exoskeletons are highly stable during their gait, although this is possibly
due to their slow walking speeds. Criteria such as zero-moment point, although not
formally applied to any of the investigated exoskeletons, begin to have reduced usability
at higher walking speeds causing slow speeds to be desired to guarantee stability. In order
to guarantee stability at faster walking speeds, more advanced stability criteria and/or
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analyses are required such as those found in robotic bipedal walking and virtual constraint
control (Chevallereau et al., 2003).
2.6

Applications of Virtual Constraint Control

Virtual constraint control originated within the field of bipedal robotics at the University
of Michigan (Chevallereau et al., 2003; Eric R. Westervelt, Jessy W. Grizzle, Christine
Chevallereau, JunHoChoi 2007). In the sense of gait control, virtual constraint controllers
are characterised by their use of a single position input to determine the output of multiple
joints at once similar to the physical connection between a single input gear and multiple
output gears. More recent iterations have added velocity information to the controller to
increase performance (Griffin and Grizzle 2016). The bipedal robots that use virtual
constraints use the angle of a virtual link defined between the hip joint and point foot
(analogous location with human ankle) to determine the position of the hip and knee joints
of the same leg. In this way, they are completed decoupled from following a trajectory
within the time domain and are better able to respond to changes in the environment as
seen in practical demonstrations (Grizzle, n.d.). These applications in bipedal robotics have
only been applied to hip-knee systems in physical prototypes.

In the field of lower-limb prosthetics, virtual constraint controllers have been applied to
knee-ankle-foot systems (Gregg et al., 2014). This application used the centre of pressure
of the foot to determine the joint angles of the knee and ankle. The method used in this
application, however, requires increased sensory data for proper implementation and thus
creates a complex control system.
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To reduce complexity in the novel controller, a virtual constraint controller utilizing a joint
angle relationship for a phase variable was developed. The novel controller uses the
athematic difference between the knee and ankle angles (knee-ankle angle) along with the
estimated walking speed to determine the required torque at the hip, knee, and ankle joints
of the same leg. In this sense, both position and velocity information are being utilized.
The usage of torque output, as opposed to position seen in traditional virtual constraint
control, comes from quasi-stiffness control previously applied to knee-ankle-foot
prostheses (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014) This system took inspiration from
previous virtual constraint control (Chevallereau et al., 2003; Gregg et al., 2014) as well
as lower-limb prosthesis quasi-stiffness control (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014).
2.7

Novel Controller

2.7.1 Evidence of Feasibility
A study (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014) of the controller that inspired ours on a
knee-ankle prosthesis demonstrated the control strategy was able to produce physiological
gait across multiple walking speeds. One of the major concerns with a gait controller is the
ability to perform well across many different users given that everyone walks with a
slightly different gait. This initial study showed the controller was capable of achieving
gait symmetry (i.e., between the prosthesis and intact leg) as demonstrated by root-meansquare difference times of a maximum of 0.089 seconds (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger
2014). Furthermore, Lenzi et al., state that “by modulating quasi-stiffness based on walking
speed, we achieved physiological prosthesis energetics for all patients without the need for
tuning”.
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3

Methodology

3.1

Controller Framework

The novel controller framework is directly inspired by work in phase based control for
prostheses (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014). Although the general framework can
be left intact, several modifications were made to the existing strategies to allow for proper
function on an exoskeleton. One of these modifications is the change from individual joint
angle to a single virtual constraint used for all joints including the hip. Previous uses of
such a framework have not been implemented on a hip-knee-ankle system with feet such
as the exoskeleton being developed at UNB. Furthermore, the swing phase control policy
was updated to be robust to disturbances and respond in a minimum jerk path. This
framework uses two controllers for gait: one for stance phase, and one for swing phase as
shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1.1 Stance Control
The stance phase controller produces gait through the use of a virtual constraint controller
that uses a lookup table based on normal walking data (Winter 1991b) of various walking
speeds to determine the torque required for each joint. The formal term for this joint angletorque relationship is quasi-stiffness (Rouse et al., 2013). This control strategy is further
segmented into early-, mid-, and late-stance phases and uses discrete independent lookup
tables for each phase. Using a virtual constraint controller, the exoskeleton is decoupled
from following a predetermined gait trajectory. This advantage allows the exoskeleton to
be more able to respond to changes in the environment such as terrain conditions/slopes,
and changes in the user such as various joint velocities. The data tables used for torque
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the proposed controller. Stance controller: ϕ – virtual constraint
phase variable, v – walking speed, Swing Controller: θ, ω, α – joint position, velocity, and
acceleration, T – desired torque vector

lookup values are valid for walking speeds of 0.5m/s to 1.75m/s, thus allowing for natural
preferred gait of 1.4m/s along with slower and faster walking speeds. The use of the
walking speed as a lookup variable allows for a wide range of applicable walking speeds
through torque modulation. The virtual constraint phase variable used in this controller is
the knee-ankle angle to match Winter’s data tables, as justified below.

For the controller to function properly, the choice of virtual constraint must be able to
properly determine torques, and the swing controller must be able to generate and track a
minimum jerk trajectory. Due to the inclusion of the hip joint, the local joint angle was
determined to be an unfeasible virtual constraint for each joint as the quasi-stiffness curve
(joint torque vs joint angle) was not a mathematical function as shown in Figure 3.2a.
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Instead, a mathematic relation between joints was investigated and resulted in curves that
allow for proper interpolation as shown in Figure 3.2b using the knee-ankle angle.
Preliminary investigations demonstrated that our controller could determine torques for
each joint at various walking speeds, and the swing controller was able to function properly
even under low magnitude perturbations.
3.1.2 Swing Control
By using a minimum jerk trajectory the swing controller can provide a smooth motion
independent of the stance phase controller. At the end of stance phase, the current joint
angle, velocity, and acceleration are simply used as inputs to the trajectory generator of the
swing phase thus allowing the swing controller to function regardless of the previous stance
phase performance. To allow for proper foot clearance, a maximum knee angle is enforced
as a target point in the trajectory. The swing duration is calculated proportional to the stance
phase duration based on able-bodied biomechanics (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014).
The minimum jerk trajectory used in the novel controller is also capable of responding to
external disturbances through regenerating the trajectory online (Liu and Todorov 2007)
thereby ensuring smooth motion throughout the swing.

In contrast to a traditional minimum jerk trajectory control policy in which the full
trajectory is predetermined, typically from solving a fifth order polynomial with known
boundary conditions, a feedback-based minimum jerk trajectory is calculated in real time
using the full state of the controlled joint. As stated in previous work (Liu and Todorov
2007), a feedback based minimum jerk
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a

b
Figure 3.2: Quasi-stiffness curves for hip late stance
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trajectory (FMJT) can be defined assuming zero final state velocity and acceleration as
Θ( ) =

60

Θ∗ − Θ(t) −

−

36
−

Θ̇( ) −

9
−

Θ̈( )

where Θ is the joint position with time derivatives given in dot notation,
swing time, and Θ∗ is the desired joint position at final time

(3.1)

is the relative

. Thus, to determine the

position setpoint at a given time , equation (3.1) can be integrated three times using known
initial and final conditions. If instead a non-zero desired velocity and acceleration is
required, previous derivations (Shadmehr and Wise 2005) can be expanded on and the
formula becomes
Θ( ) =

60 Θ∗ − Θ(t)
−

−

36Θ̇( ) − 24Θ̇
−

where all variables are as in equation (3.1) with subscript

−

9Θ̈( ) − 3Θ̈
−

(3.2)

denoting final desired state. In

the case of maximum flexion during swing, equation (3.2) must be used to create the
trajectory in two parts (i.e., initial to maximum flexion, and maximum flexion to final
state). This method allows for minimum jerk responses in the presence of disturbances
through regenerating the trajectory online, however these compensatory movements can
potentially alter the minimum jerk trajectory compared to traditional methods.
3.1.3 Gait Phase Determination Method
To function properly and apply torques as designed, a method of determining the phase of
gait must be employed. This can be easily accomplished through usage of a threshold value
for normal contact force at the heel and toe of the stance foot. Using this method, subphases of stance gait can be easily detected as well as summarized in Table 3.1. Although
more advanced methods are available, simplistic methods can also be used for this purpose.
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Table 3.1: Gait phase determination method

Heel contact force

ON – Above threshold

3.2

OFF – Below threshold

ON

OFF

Toe contact

ON

Mid

Late

force

OFF

Early

Swing

Data Preprocessing and Model Creation

3.2.1 Lookup Table Data Preprocessing
There are several steps involved in generating the required lookup tables for the stance
controller. The four major steps followed in this process are dataset selection, Fourier series
resampling, quasi-stiffness formatting, and finally grid interpolation. In total, nine lookup
tables are required to encompass the three stance phases (i.e., early, mid, and late) for the
three joints controlled (i.e., hip, knee, and ankle). The end goal is to transform time-series
data into autonomous lookup tables related to the phase variable quasi-stiffness
relationship.

Dataset selection. Initially, a given data set of joint angles and torques during walking
must be chosen. For our purposes, a data set with multiple walking speeds and sufficient
subjects to be considered a normal population is required. Although several sources are
available, a data set of known normative data that has been widely used is desirable. In this
research, the data tables from David Winter’s text (Winter 1991b) were used similar to
Lenzi’s previous work (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014) given they include slow,
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natural, and fast walking speed data for joint angles and moments as shown in Figure 3.3
for the hip joint angle.

Fourier Resampling. Resampling of data is an optional step; however, it was chosen as to
allow for smoother data with more time steps allowing for higher resolution and fewer gaps
between sub-phases. Fourier fitting is used instead of polynomials as to preserve the
periodic nature of gait cycle data. Through heuristics, it was found that a fifth-order Fourier
series closely approximates each joint data set as shown in Figure 3.4 for ankle torque in
natural gait speed. Given that the quasi-stiffness relationship is only used in stance control,
the error seen after 60%, i.e., swing phase, is of no real impact. This resampling was
performed on both joint angle and torque data for hip, knee, and ankle joints.

Quasi-stiffness Reformatting.
Typical data sets for gait contain columns of data for variables such as percent gait cycle,
joint angles, and joint torques with one of the variables thought of as a parametric variable.

Figure 3.3: Hip joint angles for slow, natural, and fast walking speeds
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Figure 3.4: Fifth-order Fourier fit of ankle torque for natural walking speed

Typically, the parametric variable is percent gait cycle, or time, since this was the
independent variable in recording the data, and, provides a monotonic variable. Many
control strategies determine the appropriate torque to produce by using percent gait cycle
as the parametric variable. As such, they are non-autonomous. To give an example, if a
person happens to stop on a slight curb, their centre of pressure will instantaneously jump
forward. Should the person then try to “backtrack” to the proper joint angles and torques
for where they are in percent gait cycle, or should they “jump ahead” in time to do the
proper gait strategy given where their foot is? The choice of the parametric variable clearly
matters in choosing the appropriate control strategy.

For an activity such as steady-state walking, there is no way to distinguish which of the
variables is the “cause” and which of the others are the “effect”, as all the variables are
simply observed, and time always progresses forwards. However, Gregg and Sensinger
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(Gregg, Rouse, et al. 2014) were able to decouple time from the centre of pressure to ask
whether humans regulate their gait as a function of time or of some other variable. They
produced an angular perturbation during some sets of walking across an actuated platform
and concluded that humans regulate their control signals in response to the present state of
the centre of pressure, rather than the time-dependent progression of gait. Their study
demonstrates that a given set of data may contain time, joint angles and joint torques, but
be used in different ways. It may be used, as in conventional techniques, to determine joint
torques based on time (or percent of gait), producing a non-autonomous gait strategy, or it
may also be used to link joint angles to joint torques. During walking with no perturbations,
the two strategies will look identical, however, perturbations will cause the two strategies
will look drastically different. One will be “locked” to time; the other will be able to jump
forwards or backwards in time as appropriate, always generating the appropriate torque
based on the position of the angle at that time. Given the correct choice of parametric
variable, an autonomous strategy can be created as shown in previous work in lower-limb
prosthetics (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014; Gregg, Lenzi, et al. 2014).

The quasi-stiffness relationship used by Lenzi (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014)
relates a joint angle to the joint’s torque (e.g. ankle angle to angle torque). Given our usage
of phase variable control, the first step is to determine the phase variable throughout the
gait cycle. The phase variable in this implementation is the arithmetic difference between
the knee and ankle angle and can be calculated from the reference dataset. Each sub-phase
of stance gait (i.e., early, mid, late) requires its own quasi-stiffness relationship or else the
data will not be a mathematical function and therefore not be useable for lookup purposes
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as seen in Figure 3.5. To achieve this, the data is grouped into early, mid, and late stance
according to regions of phase variable monotonicity for each of the three joints, totalling
nine groups. Phase variable monotonicity is the key factor in decoupling from time
dependency, as it eliminates duplicate phase variable values within a given sub-phase and
therefore allows for proper lookup functions provided the resulting curve is a one-to-one
mapping of phase variable to output torque. Each of these groups contain the relationship
between a given joint torque (ex. hip) and the phase variable, along with different walking
speeds. In this implementation case, the phase variable is related to the torque at all joints
i.e., one variable determines the torque at each joint.

Lookup Table Interpolation. Finally, the lookup tables can be generated through a
MATLAB script to interpolate between the available walking speeds within each stance
phase. This step uses built-in functions of meshgrid and griddata to generate the required
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Figure 3.5: Sub-phase breakdown for quasi-stiffness formatting
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inputs and interpolate outputs respectively. These interpolated datasets can be better
visualised through a three-dimensional surface as shown in Figure 3.6. In the most recent
iteration, cubic interpolation was used. Once the griddata output is determined, the data
can be reshaped for required formats in Simulink or Maple built-in lookup table blocks.
These tables can be generated to any desired resolution using various interpolation
methods. To limit data extrapolation, data were extended using nearest values at the
boundaries of phase variable to saturate within a small range and zero output otherwise.

It should be noted that the stance control strategy can be achieved using various gait
datasets, potentially including those modified to accommodate gait deficiencies. In such a
case, the same procedure could be used to pre-process the data and create the required
lookup tables for each joint and sub-phase. In datasets with more than three walking speeds,
the interpolation between them would be more accurate as more data points can be used.
This research however focused solely on Winter’s normative gait data (Winter 1991b).
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Figure 3.6: Interpolated control surfaces of knee joint

3.2.2 Dynamic Model for Swing Control Testing
In order to simulate and investigate swing control, a 3-DOF leg model was derived using
the Newtown-Euler Iterative Dynamics (NEiD) method (Craig 2004) implemented through
a custom MATLAB script. This model is defined by three revolute joints in a planar
configuration as shown in Figure 3.7. The model is initially solved as closed-form
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Figure 3.7: 3DOF planar model of human leg showing positive joint angles

equations meaning that all math is performed symbolically to allow for variable
substitutions later such as simulation initialisation. To simplify the model, inertias were
calculated under the assumption of a cylindrical link with uniform mass distribution. The
result of the NEiD script is an output in matrix notation as
( ) ̈ +
̈ =
where

( )

, ̇ + ( )=
−

, ̇ − ( )

(3.3)
(3.4)

( ) is the manipulator mass matrix, ( , ̇ ) is the Coriolis matrix, ( ) is the

gravity effect matrix, and

is the manipulator torque vector. Given that most dynamic

simulations solve for acceleration terms, equation (3.4) is typically used in numerical
solving. Through the usage of a custom MATLAB script, changes to the dynamic model
such as structure or inertia approximations are quick to make and resolve for dynamic
equations.
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3.2.3 Anthropometric Parameters for Dynamic Models
To closely approximate a human body, anthropometric values were used for all link
lengths, masses, and used to calculate inertias. The values used are summarized in Table
3.2. Inertia values were calculated using a cylindrical approximation for each link with
uniform mass distribution using
=

+m

12

(3.5)

2

where m is the link mass and L the link length. Note that the foot height ratio was adapted
as the value of 1.43% of total height from the reference data results in an unnaturally short
foot and was therefore altered heuristically.
3.3

Virtual Constraint Stance Control Simulation Investigations

Given the scope of this research, previously used simulation environments were used to
provide higher quality data. This is due to physical testing requiring a full 3-DOF leg
prototype at a minimum to test the stance controller. For stance control investigations,
observations were made based on a single leg. This was done to isolate the performance of
Table 3.2: Anthropomorphic link parameters (Plagenhoef, Evans, and Abdelnour 1983). Asterisk
notes a value altered from reference listed in parentheses

Length
(m)
1.73

Mass ratio
(%)
N/A

Mass (kg)

Inertia (kg m2)

Height

Height
ratio (%)
N/A

N/A

N/A

Weight

N/A

N/A

N/A

73

N/A

Thigh

23.2

0.401

10.5

7.67

0.4111

Shank

24.7

0.427

4.75

3.47

0.2109

Foot

7* (1.43)

0.121

1.43

1.04

0.0051

Link
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the stance controller from the overall performance of the full controller. To this end,
walking trials at a single speed were performed and evaluated in the environments
discussed below.
3.3.1 MATLAB Environments
Through an affiliated colleague, we acquired MATLAB code previously used to evaluate
an energy shaping exoskeleton controller (Lv and Gregg, n.d.). Ultimately, this simulator
was abandoned due to their modelling of single stance only and therefore not existing
during double stance along with difficulty debugging errors.

In lieu of Lv’s simulation code, the Delft Rigid Body Simulator (Delft RBS) was chosen
as a simulation environment. The simulator is a generic rigid body simulator, however, it
comes packaged with a planar human model that can be used in gait simulations. The Delft
RBS human model consists of a torso and two planar legs with hip, knee, and ankle joints
with full feet. For the purposes of this research, the default model parameters (i.e., link
lengths, masses, and inertias) were used for the model as they had previously been used in
studies performed by Delft researchers. The package also includes several controllers
ranging from ligament control for joint limits, a human reflex model, and various gait
controllers. Using the documentation and script templates, custom assets can be scripted
for the simulator. In total, two scripts for the novel controller were required and
modifications to default scripts were required to load in the new controller. This simulator
has been used previously in published results including ankle exoskeleton assisted gait.
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3.4

Feedback-Based Swing Control Investigations

3.4.1 Simulink Disturbance Simulations
To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed feedback based minimum jerk controller, a 3-DOF
dynamic model was derived as previously described and implemented in Simulink. Given
that both traditional (MJT) and feedback based (FMJT) controllers are derived such that
the final state will be reached in the trajectory set point, investigations centred around
disturbance responses for comparative means. This model was used to compare results
between feedback based and traditional minimum jerk trajectory control in the swing phase
of gait.

To investigate the disturbance response of the two controllers, a three degree of freedom
(3-DOF) manipulator dynamic model was developed in a MATLAB/Simulink
environment to allow for dynamic simulation. These simulations are analogous to a human
leg being offset by 5° in a near instantaneous manner. These disturbances were modelled
using ramp and saturation blocks to eliminate numerical errors resulting from derivatives
of an instantaneous position change. To test multiple scenarios, a total of 120 simulations
were conducted. These simulations involved disturbances in the direction of and against
travel, traditional MJT and FMJT, disturbances to each of the three joints (hip, knee, and
ankle) individually, and disturbances at ten separate times throughout the trajectory.

The Simulink model used in these investigations is shown in Figure 3.8. The block diagram
contains two major sections: MATLAB blocks to compute the matrices in equation (3.4),
and a control subsystem to determine the torques required to follow a trajectory. In both
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Figure 3.8: General block diagram of Simulink model

traditional MJT and FMJT controllers, the position setpoint is compared to the current joint
angle and used to determine output torque through a PD controller. The gains for the PD
controller were obtained heuristically to obtain minimal gains that allowed for highperformance trajectory tracking without disturbances. To calculate the setpoint in the
FMJT controller, the calculated jerk from equation (3.2) was integrated three times using
known initial conditions. For each joint, the trajectory is broken into two segments: the
initial trajectory, and either a hold trajectory in the case of the hip and ankle or a final
trajectory in the case of the knee joint due to the requirement of a maximum flexion angle.
This model was called in a MATLAB script to run full experiments of 60 simulations at a
time.
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In order to emulate human swing phase as closely as possible, biomimetic swing times and
boundary

conditions

were

chosen

from

previous

minimum

jerk

swing

controllers (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014) and able-body data (Winter 1991a).
These parameters were held constant across all simulations, with the only changing
variable being the time at which the disturbance occurs, and which controller is being used.
To further mimic human swing phase, the joint angles and torques were saturated using
limits from able-bodied walking (Winter 1991a). In a physical implementation, these
parameters would be determined by the previous stance and/or swing phases to adapt to
walking speed or other factors.
3.4.2 1-DOF Prototype Testing
To investigate implementation requirements on a physical system, preliminary trials were
run on a 1-DOF prototype joint from PAULLO. In the current prototype used for testing,
several mechanism limitations are expected to cause increased noise due to misalignment
of components causing increased friction and potential binding. To reduce this and allow
for smoother operation, the trajectory durations were increased compared to simulation and
biomimetic times. These physical trials also allow for investigations of real-world sensor
quantization and noise effects on the system.

The 1-DOF prototype tests involved running the joint through a minimum jerk trajectory
generated using the FMJT control algorithm. The system was controlled via a National
Instruments myRIO microcontroller programmed through LabVIEW. Trajectory
parameters were such that an initial state of zero velocity and acceleration was enforced
(i.e., start from a standstill) and a desired final state was defined as a setpoint for position
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and zero velocity and acceleration. Basic first order filters were implemented on a
measured joint angle to smooth the position sensor signal and allow for differentiation to
velocity and acceleration signals. These tests were performed with an initial angular
position of -20° and a final position of 20° for a range of 40° in two seconds.
3.5

Investigations of Controller Ability to Produce Gait

The full controller framework was investigated using the same simulation environments
and models as the stance control investigations. In these investigations, however, the
emphasis was placed on making observations with both legs as opposed to a single leg in
the stance control investigations. Multiple simplifications were made to the model from the
full framework that would be implemented in the future on physical prototypes.

In all cases of simulations to investigate the full controller, simplifications were made to
the controller framework. The most noticeable simplification was to switch from the
feedback based minimum jerk swing to a traditional minimum jerk swing phase.
Additionally, some auto-tuning features were removed given the nature of the simulations.
These features include swing duration proportional to 0.45 of the previous stance duration
for hip and knee joints, and 0.15 of the previous stance duration for the ankle joint and
walking speed estimation (Lenzi, Hargrove, and Sensinger 2014). These simplifications
were justified given separate tests were conducted to investigate the feedback based
minimum jerk control, and the auto-tuning features exist for controlling various walking
speeds as opposed to a single walking speed. Furthermore, under zero perturbations as in
our simulations, the two methods of minimum jerk trajectory generation are essentially
equivalent. These simplifications were made to make simulations easier to manage and are
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not reflective of any proposed changes to the overall controller framework in future
physical prototype implementations.
3.5.1 Contraction Analysis for Stability Investigations
Contraction analysis can be used to determine the stability of the novel controller. Stability
in the sense of the controller is concerned with ensuring the controller will not have
unpredictable values and therefore be safer for patient use.

Formally speaking, contraction analysis revolves around relations of the Jacobian of a
system (Slotine 2013). In the scalar case, this is defined by stating that if
(3.6)

≤−
is met, where

is the Jacobian of the system and

is a positive constant, any two

trajectories of the system will converge to each other at an exponential rate . In matrix
form, this becomes more complicated if a necessary and sufficient condition is desired
(Slotine 2013) and the equations and conditions become
+

<−

(3.8)

=
+ ̇

=

(3.7)

(3.9)

≤−

(3.10)

≥

(3.11)

is labelled the generalized Jacobian,

is the contraction metric (not related to

state variables in previous dynamic equations),

is a metric tensor, is the identity matrix,

where
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and , , are positive constants. It should be noted that the sufficient condition for matrix
form is simply (3.6) with the identity matrix multiplied on the right hand side of the
inequality. When performing matrix form contraction analysis, the process collapses to the
search for an appropriate metric .

In sharp contrast to more traditional energy-based stability criteria such as Lyapunov
stability and LaSalle’s Invariant Set Theorem, contraction analysis is inspired by
differential units as commonly used in fluid dynamics (Aylward, Parrilo, and Slotine 2008).
Ultimately, contraction analysis is focused on the convergence of system trajectories to
each other rather than to a defined equilibrium.
3.5.2 Finding an Appropriate Contraction Metric
The multidimensional case of contraction analysis relies heavily on finding an appropriate
metric which is then used to evaluate the convergence of trajectories. Being a necessary
and sufficient condition, if proper steps are taken to find a metric, its existence itself
demonstrates the convergence of system trajectories.

Algebraic Methods. Through an examination of equations and conditions in (3.6) to
(3.11), a method to determine the metric

can be realised. The steps listed below outline

the general approach needed to algebraically solve for a contraction metric. In addition to
(3.11),

must also be a symmetric and continuously differentiable matrix. To evaluate

condition (3.10), one can check if all eigenvalues of the symmetric component of

are

negative. For reference, a matrix can be decomposed into symmetric and skew symmetric
components according to
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=
=
=

where

(3.12)
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2

1
( −
2

)
)

(3.13)
(3.14)

=

(3.15)

=−

(3.16)

is a generic square matrix, equation (3.13) and equation (3.14) describe

decomposition of

into symmetric and skew-symmetric components, and condition (3.15)

and condition (3.16) define symmetric and skew-symmetric matrix properties respectively.
This algebraic method becomes increasingly more complex according to the system order,
and as such may not be applicable to most robotic manipulator systems.

1. Calculate the system’s Jacobian
2. Choose a positive value for constant k
3. Isolate

in equation (3.7) and solve for its elements using systems of equations

4. Isolate

in equation (3.8) and solve for its elements using systems of equations

5. Calculate the generalized Jacobian according to equation (3.9)
6. Evaluate the condition shown in equation (3.10)

Numerical Methods using Sum of Squares Programming. In more complex dynamic
systems, numerical methods can be used to find an appropriate contraction metric. The
general procedure for implementing sum of squares (SOS) methods in a contraction search
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with SOSTOOLS are listed below (Aylward, Parrilo, and Slotine 2008). Additional
equations required for SOS methods include
=
̇ =

where

+

+

+ ̇

(3.17)

+⋯+

(3.18)

>0

(3.19)

<0

(3.20)

is used to impose constraints on the metric. The documentation for SOSTOOLS

fully describes the required functions and their implementation in MATLAB. Checking the
validity of a SOS solution is also covered in the documentation for SOSTOOLS and largely
revolves around interpretations of residual norms which indicates the norm of numerical
error in the solution. Finally, the primal infeasibility (pinf), dual infeasibility (dinf) and
numerical error (nummer) outputs of SOSTOOLS are important to interpret results. In the
resulting output, pinf=1 or dinf=1 indicate primal or dual infeasibility respectively,
numerr=1 gives a numerical accuracy warning, and numerr=2 is a sign of complete failure
due to numerical problem(s). These methods can be implemented through usage of thirdparty packages, mainly SOSTOOLS, for MATLAB.

1. Define system state vector xDot
2. Calculate the system’s Jacobian
3. Initialise the SOS program using sosprogram
4. Define matrix

as symmetric using sospolymatrixvar
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5. Calculate matrix

as equation (3.17) using equation (3.18)

6. Enforce inequalities of equation (3.19) and equation (3.20) using sosmatrixineq
7. Solve the SOS program using sossolve
8. Determine resulting matrices

using sosgetsol

and

9. Check validity of solution
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4

Results and Discussion

To provide an intensive investigation on the efficacy of the novel controller, several
investigation methods were employed. Simulations were conducted to assess stance and
swing control policies both independently and synergistically. These simulations resulted
in positive indications of each control policy at an independent level and swing control
policy was further demonstrated successfully on a physical prototype. Future work is
required to finalize the framework to allow for coordinated walking. Attempts were made
to apply contraction analysis methodologies to analyze the stability of the system, but due
to the complexity of the system and numerical issues, the investigations were abandoned.
A detailed breakdown of each investigation follows below.
4.1

Virtual Constraint Stance Control

Specific aim one is concerned with the efficacy of using the knee-ankle angle as a phase
variable in the stance control policy. Investigations into the stance control policy were
conducted through observations of a single leg, namely the left, in dynamic simulations to
assess performance. Multiple aspects of the swing control policy can be observed to
evaluate its performance. First and foremost, if the policy works correctly, a proper forward
progression through the stance sub-phases should be observable. Secondly, torque outputs
should be fully predictable and described through observations of gait phase and phase
variable input. The same simulation setup was later used to also investigate the ability to
produce full gait, however, the following investigations allowed for focused observations
of the stance controller independent gait quality through observations independent of the
other leg and the swing controller.
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4.1.1 Simulation Results
The ideal sub-phases of gait, as defined in Winter’s dataset (Winter 1991b), are shown in
Figure 4.1. When compared to results in Figure 4.2, the forward progression is generated
in simulation, however, the gait cycle durations differ. Chattering is observed during midstance which is potentially attributed to the sub-phase determination method. Early stance
appears much shorter in duration than the reference, however, forward progression still
occurs. Given the non-autonomous nature of the control policy, there is no requirement to
maintain within a given sub-phase for any duration which allows the system to potentially
function in the absence of a sub-phase. The key aspect of the policy is the forward
progression of sub-phases thereby allowing for gait patterns to arise. In these results, the
early to swing progression is likely the foot bouncing upon heel strike and subsequently
landing flat into mid-stance. The forward progression seen in simulation results indicates
the control policy producing forward walking as a reversal was not seen.

Early
Stance

Mid
Stance

Figure 4.1: Ideal stance gait phase from Winter dataset
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Late
Stance

Mid
Stance

Late
Stance

Figure 4.2: Simulated left leg stance gait phase

To analyze torque outputs, only regions in similar stance sub-phases can be observed due
to the different lookup tables in each sub-phase. To aid in this, vertical dashed lines were
added to several of the following figures to indicate the different sub-phases (with three
regions being early, mid, and late in order). Note that the gait cycle location of the subphases can differ from ideal as the control policy does not directly enforce time-domain
features of any kind. The segmentations, therefore, correspond to the sub-phases of gait
from ideal data in Figure 4.1 and simulated data in Figure 4.2. If observations are made
according to gait cycle alone, the possibility of sub-phase mismatch exists and would create
invalid observations.

Ideal torque curves from reference data are shown in Figure 4.3 along with sub-phase
division. When observing the simulated data sub-phase divisions in Figure 4.4, welldefined output exists in specific regions. Given the control policy requires phase variable
to lie within the known ranges of the dataset, any large deviations will cause zero-output
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rather than apply an improper torque for unknown data. Although located later in midstance than the ideal dataset, similar torque outputs can be seen in the region between
approximately 22% and 50% of simulated data when compared to approximately 12% to
35% of ideal data. The chattering seen in this region corresponds perfectly to the chattering
in gait phase seen in Figure 4.4. In late-stance, the chattering between a known value and
zero is a large indication of phase variable mismatch. Given phase variable determines
torque outputs in the controller, through observations of phase variable these regions
should be fully explained if the policy functioned properly.

Figure 4.3: Ideal stance joint torques from Winter dataset with sub-phase divisions

Figure 4.4: Simulated left leg stance joint torques with sub-phase divisions
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When observing the torque responses, there were indications of a phase variable value
mismatch. Such a mismatch would cause a zero-output due to the simulation being unable
to determine torque for a phase variable excessively outside the range of known values.
This difference in values can be clearly seen through observations of Figure 4.5 and
Figure 4.6 in the sub-phase divisions. In mid-stance, for example, the valid range for the
policy is approximately zero to twenty degrees as seen in the reference data, however,
simulation data ranged from approximately zero to forty degrees. The region outside the
valid range corresponds perfectly to the zero-output region seen in the simulated torque
response in mid-stance. Similar observations can be made in late stance, however, in
contrast to the gait phase chattering in mid-stance, the torque chattering is described by the
phase variable itself chattering close to the outer bound of the valid range. The mismatch
in phase variable lead to predicted behaviour of the stance policy and therefore
demonstrates proper functionality, however also a possible indication of poor gait quality.

Figure 4.5: Ideal stance phase variable from Winter dataset with sub-phase divisions
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Figure 4.6: Simulated left leg stance phase variable with sub-phase divisions

4.1.2 Discussions
The results clearly demonstrated a chattering in the gait phase which resulted in a similar
chattering in torque response. This chattering is further explained through examination of
the normal contact force in Figure 4.7. The normal force has extensive chattering around
the threshold used to determine gait phase. This result indicates that more extensive
filtering methods beyond the first order methods implemented in these simulations may be
required in future iterations. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the gait determination method
could suggest that changes could lead to improved performance. Additionally, it is noted
that zero ground reaction force in midstance does not make reflect the physical world and
this is potentially attributed to the contact model used in simulation. The parameters for
the contact model were left unchanged as it was included in the RBS and therefore not part
of the novel controller design. Ultimately, however, the stance policy still produced the
desired forward progression of stance sub-phases as seen in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated left leg stance contact force with sub-phase divisions

The phase variable mismatch observed through torque responses can likely be explained
through poor gait quality, however, this is not a factor in observations regarding specific
aim one. At the onset of early-stance, i.e. 0% gait cycle, a clear difference can be observed
between ideal data in Figure 4.5 and simulated data in Figure 4.6. Observation of joint
angles in Figure 4.8 during this stance phase indicate that the knee and ankle did not reach
their setpoints of zero degrees. Similarly, the difference at the onset of mid-stance is likely
due to the foot skip, observed as the early to swing progression seen in Figure 4.2, would
cause the leg to begin swing phase and attempt to reach maximum flexion angles seen as
the abrupt switch in joint angle progression in Figure 4.8. When contact is made after this
event, the knee would be flexed far more than normal and therefore cause a large deviation
from ideal phase variable. In late-stance, it appears the phase variable was so close to the
valid range it was unable to recover and therefore did not produce required torques. In all
these cases, however, the controller behaves predictably thus indicating positive results of
the stance policy while pointing towards poor gait quality as will be investigated with
specific aim three. A future version of the controller could potentially use different datasets
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Figure 4.8: Simulated left leg stance joint angles with sub-phase divisions

or employ a method to determine proper torques for phase variables far outside the valid
range to address the current limitations.

Despite these implementation issues forward progression of sub-phases and predictable
torques were observable in the simulation data. This indicates that when observed as an
independent unit, the stance policy functions correctly.
4.2

Feedback-Based Swing Control

Specific aim two is concerned with the implementation of a feedback based minimum jerk
trajectory control policy in swing gait control. In order to determine if the feedback based
swing control policy is a better alternative to traditional methods of minimum jerk
trajectory planning, simulations involving disturbed trajectories were conducted. To
investigate physical implementation and any limitations surrounding it, testing was
performed on a 1-DOF benchtop prototype of a PAULLO joint.
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4.2.1 Simulink Simulations Results
The most intuitive analysis of data from the position disturbance simulations is a visual
comparison of joint angles from the two controllers. As shown in Figure 4.9, the FMJT
controller was able to achieve the desired end condition of the trajectories across all joints,
whereas the MJT controller finishes the trajectory with a steady state error. Although it
could be argued that increased PD gains could mitigate this error, it should be noted that
the gains are equivalent across FMJT and MJT and therefore the FMJT is able to respond
with higher performance with minimal relative gains. If the MJT gains were increased to
the point where it effectively snapped back to the original trajectory, the disturbance
response would likely be a very aggressive movement. Through these observations, the
FMJT has better position disturbance responses relative to traditional MJT control.

To further investigate the differences between FMJT and MJT responses, the maximum
absolute jerk and end of trajectory errors were calculated. Table 4.1 shows the calculated
values for trials corresponding to the responses in Figure 4.9. The calculated maximum
jerk for each controller reveals an unpredicted result of FMJT control having larger
maximum jerk in the resulting the trajectory compared to MJT. These results show a
tradeoff between accuracy and minimizing overall jerk between the two control methods.
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A

B

C

Figure 4.9: Responses for Hip (A), Knee (B), and Ankle (C) joints at with a 5° disturbance at 0.05s
(50ms) during a swing duration of 0.45 seconds
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Table 4.1: Controller comparisons

Joint

Disturbance
Time (ms)

Hip

50

Knee

250

Ankle

50

Control Type

Max Jerk
(rads/s4)

Final Error
(DEG)

FMJT
MJT
FMJT
MJT
FMJT
MJT

6.875E6
1.2352E6
7.611E6
5.6375E6
1.1783E9
1.1785E9

0.0117
2.0388
0
2.2711
0.0093
1.0290

Although the responses in Figure 4.9a,c, are representative of the majority of simulations,
Figure 4.9b shows the effect of a disturbance near the end of a trajectory. At the end of an
FMJT trajectory, the denominator of the equation approach zero and creates a mathematic
singularity. In the case where the current state is close to that of the desired, the effect is
fairly minimal if not nonexistent. If, however, the state is different from the desired state,
such as in the event of a disturbance, the calculated trajectory will often quickly diverge
and cause erratic movement of the joint. Although the effect can be explained quickly and
predicted through examination of the equations, it is an important effect to note.

Although not immediately evident in observations of Figure 4.9, it was noted that FMJT
exhibited increased reactions in the unperturbed joints compared to MJT. Whereas both
FMJT and MJT controlled systems have a PD controller at each joint, the FMJT has
feedback included in the actual trajectory equation. Through inertia, centrifugal, and
Coriolis effects, the movement of one link can have an effect on the movement of others.
If this effect happens during the simulation, the feedback signals will change accordingly
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and therefore have an impact on the output. Extending this thinking to disturbances, a
disturbance will change the state of all joints and therefore affect the motion of all links,
even if the disturbance occurs at a single joint. The effect is attributed to the inclusion of
velocity and acceleration feedback in the FMJT controller compared to the pure position
error driven nature of the MJT controller.
4.2.2 1-DOF Physical Prototype Testing Results
As follow up to the simulations, trials were performed on a 1-DOF prototype of PAULLO
shown in Figure 4.10. When implemented through a National Instruments myRIO
controller and LabVIEW software, several observations were made. The largest sources of
improper performance were created through numerical methods chosen for derivative and
integration. To solve errors from the derivative calculations, due to the quantization of the
position sensor used, a filter (single pole low-pass used in most recent implementation)
was implemented to smooth the position signal and allow for continuous derivative
calculations to be made. Initially, the prototype was unable to operate using Euler
integration, however, it functioned correctly when the cumulative trapezoidal method was
used. The results of a trial with these changes applied can be seen in Figure 4.11. An
important observation was made during this trial that poor velocity and acceleration
feedback caused by numerical derivation of position feedback is still usable provided the
signal is well defined (i.e., not impulsive as observed before filtering). These results can
be used to inform future implementations of such a controller on PAULLO or other
devices.
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Figure 4.10: 1-DOF prototype test platform

Figure 4.11: Position response (red) with ideal MJT reference (black) and accompanying feedback
signals from 1-DOF physical prototype trial showing near perfect position tracking (top plot).
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4.2.3 Discussions
The purpose of this study was to investigate the usage of feedback-based minimum jerk
methods in swing gait control as per the second specific aim of the overall research.
Ultimately, it was found that FMJT control is better able to respond to disturbances,
however, exhibits larger jerk compared to a traditional MJT controller.

Under ideal conditions with no disturbances or quantization, both control methods are
effectively equivalent. A weakness of both controllers is that their tracking ability can be
largely affected by disturbances near the end of their trajectory. One major benefit to
traditional MJT control is that the entire trajectory can be calculated as a smooth function
before beginning trajectory tracking. A weakness of the FMJT is its inability in its current
form to create a smooth trajectory with multiple target points at designated end times. In
this sense, FMJT is very simplistic in point-to-point trajectories, however, it becomes more
complicated when additional target points are required. A potential solution to this issue
could be realized through the derivation of another equation, or possibly through blending
the two trajectories using various techniques. Even with these weaknesses, the response
plots in Figure 4.9 show that FMJT control was better able to respond to position
disturbances in simulations. Based on the results presented in this study, the FMJT
controller can achieve improved trajectory tracking, and with proper filtering techniques,
is able to operate in the presence of quantized position feedback.

A very important result of these simulations was the observation that FMJT exhibits larger
jerk than traditional MJT controllers. It is assumed that this difference is due to the FMJT
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constantly recalculating a trajectory at every time step. Given this observation, the decision
of a minimum jerk controller becomes a balance between disturbance response and overall
minimization of jerk.

Assumptions were made in the development of the dynamic model and Simulink
environment, which is a limitation of this study. Primarily, this study neglects the effects
on the stance leg on the performance of swing by modelling only a single leg. Second, the
position disturbances are a simplistic generalization as opposed to modelling an event such
as early foot strike which is more realistically modelled as an applied torque disturbance.
Given the nature of the study, these limitations still allow for results suitable to compare
the relative performance of the two controllers.
4.3

Controller Ability to Produce Gait

Specific aim three effectively is a sum of parts observation of the stance and swing control
policies to determine if they can work together to produce continuous gait. To evaluate
this, the same simulation environments from stance policy investigations were used,
however, observations were focused on the overall ability to produce gait and therefore
required continuous data from both legs.
4.3.1 Simulation Results
Using the same simulation setup from the stance policy simulation in the Delft RBS, a
result of 6.75m of walking, as shown in Figure 4.12, allowed for observations to be made
related to the performance of both the controllers and the legs working together.
Figure 4.13 shows chattering across both legs which translates into the torque curves seen
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in Figure 4.14. Close inspection of gait phases in Figure 4.13 shows that the timing of the
legs is out of synch as double stance phase either does not occur or does not occur for as
long as required for momentum transfer as described in normal data. The other aspect of
gait performance of interest to this research is the naturalness of gait, or in other words the
similarity to normal gait. As seen in Figure 4.15, gait patterns appear somewhat periodic,
however, the angles have deviations from normal gait data. An important aspect of the
control policy to note however is the fact that angle trajectories are never explicitly
controlled as the control output is joint torques. The fact that the simulation resulted in
6.75m of walking and ended with failure due to falling over points towards a loss of
momentum possibly caused by synchronization issues which would cause improper double
stance and forward momentum continuation.

Figure 4.12: Simulation results from Delft Rigid Body Simulator

Figure 4.13: Simulated gait phase with indicated gait cycles
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Figure 4.14: Simulated joint torques with indicated gait cycles

Figure 4.15: Simulated joint angles with indicated gait cycles

4.3.2 Contraction Analysis Results
Initially, algebraic methods were used in the search for a contraction metric, but due to the
complexity of the system, numerical methods had to be employed. Algebraic methods were
employed using Maple workspaces, and numerical methods were employed through
MATLAB and the third-party toolbox SOSTOOLS.
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Algebraic methods had to be abandoned due to the increased complexity of the 6-DOF
model. The analysis was first performed on an inverted pendulum to verify the procedure.
This test resulted in the successful determination of a contraction metric to prove the
system was contracting. When the analysis was scaled up to include a full 3-DOF leg,
however, the procedure proved to be too complex in solving for the matrices required to
determine an appropriate contraction metric. Given this, numerical methods had to be
employed to navigate around the algebraic complexity.

Working off published methods (Aylward, Parrilo, and Slotine 2008) a custom script was
written in MATLAB to perform the numerical procedure outlined in Section 3.5.2. To
verify the script, test cases were created from the published results in the method reference
paper. All the test cases reproduced the published results successfully thereby verifying the
script. At this stage, the dynamic model was loaded into the script to assess the contraction
of the novel controller system. Due to problems arising from the inherently nonlinear
nature of the system, however, conclusive results were not obtained.
4.3.3 Discussions
Synchronization issues between the legs were observed and attributed to the failure to
produce continuous walking. This synchronization issue arises from the fact that each leg
is controlled completely independently of the other. This independent nature means that
the system cannot adjust timings etc. to account for any variations between the legs. Given
that the novel controller is a low-level controller, the logical solution is to attempt
implementation of a high-level controller to ensure synchronization between the legs and
thereby create coordinated gait.
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Another potential explanation for the lack of synchronization is the simplification of the
controller to allow for easier simulation. The full controller design includes auto-tuning of
swing durations according to the previous stance duration and cadence estimations for
tuning of stance phase torques. These features were removed given that a single walking
speed was tested, however, if too much variation were present the lack of tuning could have
caused a mistiming of gait events. To test this effect, however, multiple simulations were
performed with varying swing durations with no significant increase in performance.

Ultimately, contraction analysis did not yield any usable results in this research. That said,
observations were made during the process that can be used to steer stability analytics in
future work as described in the appendices of this thesis.

Several attempts were made to circumvent nonlinearity issues in the numerical solving
procedure including trig approximations and feedback linearization. In the end, however,
all methods resulted in SOSTOOLS solutions with numerr = 2 indicating complete failure
due to numerical problems. Due to the scope of this research and considering contraction
analysis was previously conducted as part of a PhD thesis in similar systems, contraction
analysis was abandoned as it appeared more and more likely that any workarounds would
involve math and programming skills of a significant level of complexity. Given that the
research did not completely hinge on successful contraction analysis, the decision was
made to halt investigations using any method of contraction analysis.
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5

Conclusions

Ultimately, two out of three specific aims of this research were successfully completed:
knee-ankle angle was demonstrated to produce proper gait events, and a feedback based
minimum jerk control policy was investigated on a 3-DOF leg in simulation and a 1-DOF
physical prototype. These results create an interesting set of observations that can lead to
future work to finalize the controller framework. It is the author’s belief that physical
testing on a 6-DOF exoskeleton is warranted granted proper safety precautions are
enforced. To accomplish the third aim of the research, it is recommended to pursue
implementation of a high-level controller focused on synchronization supervision, such as
that developed in Bautista Quintero’s PhD thesis (Bautista Quintero 2018), in future work.
5.1

Recommendations and Future Work

5.1.1 High-Level Control
Given the structure of the novel controller, each of the legs are controlled independently
which ultimately resulted in uncoordinated gait. Essentially, the legs were independently
performing as designed, however, the gait events were not synchronized and therefore the
system was unable to produce continuous gait. To mitigate this issue, a high-level or
supervisory controller is recommended to be implemented in conjunction with the novel
controller. Such a controller would be required to monitor each of the legs to ensure proper
synchronization and therefore coordination of gait. Although other options may be
available, Bautista Quintero’s controller was demonstrated to be highly robust and would
be accessible to the project given research was also performed under the PAULLO project
at UNB.
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5.1.2 6-DOF Prototype Exoskeleton Testing
If proper procedures were followed, the controller could be tested on a 6-DOF prototype
exoskeleton currently being developed at UNB. To keep safety as the highest priority given
the human testing nature of the experiments, the controller could be run in the background
with zero output while the user was walking to evaluate controller predicted outputs. This
experiment would allow for further evaluation of the controller in a real-world setting with
zero risk to the user. Following this experiment, controller output could be allowed given
reduced scaling of joint torques for safety before continuing to full control tests.
Furthermore, if the high-level controller were to be incorporated beforehand, the real-world
experiments would likely be of even less risk to the user and see a higher performance
during the full control experiments.
5.1.3 Revisiting the Choice of Phase Variable
The phase variable of knee-ankle angle was chosen as it is a simplistic kinematic
relationship that met the requirements for the implementation of the stance control policy.
Other variables using joint angle relations could theoretically also be used however
provided that the resulting quasi-stiffness plots are mathematical functions (i.e., unique
torque output for single-phase variable input). In order to make stability analysis easier in
theoretical methods, a phase variable including all joint angles would allow for easier
application of Lyapunov stability as this requires full state information. Ultimately, the
need for high-level control would likely still exist, however, evaluating the performance of
different phase variables could lead to valuable observations for the novel controller
framework.
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5.1.4 Improvement of Gait Phase Determination Method
The method to determine gait phase in the controller framework is something can be easily
changed without affecting the control policies themselves but could potentially lead to
increased performance. In the version used for this research project, a simplistic method of
normal force thresholding at the heel and toe was employed to differentiate between subphases of stance phase. This was chosen as to limit the required sensors in physical
prototypes, however, if more advanced sensors were to be chosen and/or more sensors
could be implemented, this could become a non-issue. In this case, more advanced methods
using centre-of-pressure, additional data from limb sensors, or other measures could be
employed. In any case, improved methods could either completely replace the force
thresholding method or be used in a Kalman filter framework to improve the confidence of
the detected gait phase.
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Appendix: Implementation Notes of Contraction Analysis
If contraction analysis is to be considered as a method of stability analysis, several factors
must be carefully investigated and weighted in the decision. First and foremost, system
complexity can greatly limit the efficiency of all methods (algebraic or numerical).
Secondly, nonlinearities must be given caution if numerical methods must be employed as
currently, the leading method involves sum of squares programming. Finally, and perhaps
the most important, Dr Bautista Quintero’s thesis, along with Dr Slotine’s original work,
should be thoroughly examined as a starting point for both understanding of concepts and
moving forward into method implementation.

Algebraic methods work quite well in simplistic systems such as an inverted pendulum.
When extending to a more complicated system, however, the matrix dimensions grow
accordingly and therefore the systems of equations required to solve for the elements of
matrices become extremely complex. If it is possible to examine a simplified model of a
given system, algebraic methods are certainly a good starting point in contraction analysis.

When numerical methods are required, recent literature has turned to sum of squares
programming. These techniques are very powerful, however, due to their linear nature will
cause numerical failures if nonlinearities are present. In some cases, variable substitution
can be employed to collapse trigonometric functions into multiple variables, however, the
system will grow in dimension accordingly as described below. Feedback linearization
could also be implemented as a simplification technique; however, one must consider that
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perfect feedback linearization is likely unlikely in a real system as a perfect system model
would be required.

Initial literature reviews regarding contraction analysis should begin with a focus on Dr
Bautista Quintero’s thesis as it provides background theory and examples of
implementation of contraction analysis and methods of finding an appropriate metric.
Lectures are available online from Dr. Slotine’s Nonlinear Controls course at MIT and are
an excellent resource, especially when accompanied by any of his papers on the subject.

Variable Substitution for Trigonometric Functions
x =θ
x ̇ = θ̇ = x
u = sin(x )
u = cos(x )
u̇ = u x
u ̇ = −u x
u

+u

−1=0

As seen in the above equations, a system of equations will grow significantly for a multiple
degree of freedom model such as a 3-DOF leg. Given this, the variable substitution method
is not always applicable and must be carefully considered.
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